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Introduction.

Let X be a space and let p be a prime number. The Sg-term of the Adams-
Novikov spectral sequence associated with jBP-theory at p converging to the p-
localized homotopy group of X is given by Έ>xtBPtBP(BP*y BP*(X)) ([1], [4]).
This motivates to study ΈxtBP*BP(BP*y M) for a .BP^BP-comodule M. If X is a
finite complex, BP*(X) is a finitely presented RP^-module ([3]). Recall ([1],
[14]) that BP*=Z(p)[vlyv2y •••], deg vn=2{pn—\)y and In denotes an invariant
prime ideal (py vly v2y •••, vn.1) of BP*. Landweber proved the following theorem.

Theorem ([6]). Let M be a BP*BP-comodule which is finitely presented as
a BP^-module. Then, M has a finite filtration by BP*BP-subcomodules 0=M0

c M j C c M ^ M such that for iKi-ζk, MJMf^ is isomorphic to BP*jIn.
for some fl,>0 as a BP*BP-comodule up to shifting degrees.

By virtue of the above and a spectral sequence ES2't=ΈxtB

+pt

it:Bp(BP^, Mt\
Mt^^ΈxtβV^BpiBP^ M) (See section 2) for M as above, we can relate
ΈxϊBPmBp{BP*, BP*IQ (n=0,1, 2, •••) with ΈxtBP*BP(BP*, M). Hence it is neces-

sary to know ΈxtBptBp(BP*y BP*IIn) before we study the general case.
For small n, ExtBP^BP(BP*y BPjIn) also has a geometric significance since

there is a spectrum V(ή) whose SP-homology is isomorphic to BP*/In+ly gene-
ralizing the Moore spectrum, if p>2n and n=0y 1,2,3 ([2], [15]). Hence
ΈxtBP*BP(BP*y BP*IIn+1) is the E^-term of the Adams-Novikov spectral sequence
converging to the homotopy group of V(ή). We note that V(ή) is a ring spec-
trum if ρ>2n+2 ([15]).

Since multiplication by vn on BP*/In is a BP*BP-comod\ήe homomorphism,
vήιBP*jIn is a SF^BP-comodule and ΈxtBP^BP(BP^y BP*jIn) is a module over
Fp[vn] if n>0. In fact, Έ,xtBP^BP(BP*y BP^In) is a graded commutative algebra
and ΈxtBP*BP(BP*yBP*IIn) is isomorphic to Fp[vn] if n>0 ([5], [11]). Thus

makes sense and it is obviously isomorphic to
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We put K(n)*=Fp[vnyvήι] and Σ(n)==K(ή)*®BPή:BP*BP®BPitK(n)*y then
Σ(w) is a Hopf algebra over K(n)*. It is shown in [9] that ΈxtBPi)iBP(BP*y

VnlBP*lIn) is isomorphic to Ext2(w)(i£(w)*,i£(w)*). Regarding Fp as a Jf£(w)*-
algebra by p: K(n)*->FP, p(vn)=l, we put S(n)=2(n)®K(nUFp. S(n) is a
Zβ(pn—l)-graded Hopf algebra over Fp and the dual Hopf algebra of S(n) is
called Morava stabilizer algebra. A functor from the category of graded Σ(#)-
comodules to the category of Zβ(pn— l)-graded *S(w)-comodules which assigns
M to M®K(n)^Fp is an equivalence of these categories. Thus Έxt^n)(K(n)*y

K(ή)*)®κ{n)*Fp is isomorphic to Έxts(n)(Fpy Fp) and Ext2(w)(i£(rc)*, K(n)*) can
be recovered from ΈxtS(n)(Fp, Fp). Therefore, the vn-torsion free part of
ΈxtBptBP(BP*, BP*/In) can be detected by the cohomology of Morava stabilizer
algebra ΈxtS(n)(Fp, Fp) by the preceding argument.

Moreover, the chromatic spectral sequence E\'t(ή)=φΈxtBP\βp(BP^y BP*jIn)
is constructed in [10], having the following properties; E\'\n) is isomorphic to
Έxt'Hn)(K(ή)*y K(n)*) and the edge homomorphism ΈxtBPtBP(BP*y BP*jIn)->
Eι''(n) can be identified with the localization map away from vn. There is a

Bockstein long exact sequence-••->£Γ1 ' ( r c + l ) - > £ ^ ( τ z ) ^ E['\n)->E[-ι'ίΛ\ή)
->•••. Hence Ext^m)(K(m)^y K(m)*) for m=n, n+ί, ••• relate with ΈxtBP^BP(BP*,

BP*IIn) through the Bockstein spectral sequences and the chromatic spectral
sequence.

The cohomology of Morava stabilizer algebra ΈxtS(n)(Fpy Fp) is calculated
for w=l,2 in [13] and the Poincare series of Έxts(3)(Fp> Fp) is also given for
p>5. In this paper we determine the algebra structure of ΈxtS(3)(Fp, Fp) for
p>5. By the above explanation, our result is a part of the initial input for the
chromatic spectral sequences and it also gives the ^-localization of the E^-term
of the Adams-Novikov spectral sequence converging to π*(V(2)). Since υ3^
βθ,2(p*-i) j s k n σ w n t 0 b e a permanent cycle and V(2) is a ring spectrum if p>7,
π*(V(2)) is a module over ^[^3]. Thus our result is expected to give some in-
formation on the ^3-torsion free part of π*(V(2)).

For the calculation, we apply the method of May and Ravenel ([13]), name-
ly, define a certain filtration on S(3) such that the dual of the associated graded
Hopf algebra is primitively generated. By the theorem of Milnor-Moore [8],
(£0S(3))* is isomorphic to the universal enveloping algebra of a restricted Lie
algebra L(3)=P(E0(S(3))*. Let Lu(3) denote the unrestricted Lie algebra ob-
tained by forgetting the restriction of L(3). We use the following spectral se-
quences which we review in section 2; ES

2

J^ΈxtεVs^F^ Fp)t=φΈxts\')(Fpy Fp)
and Eί '=Extfr(*"(3))(F,, Fp)®P{s2πL{3)*y^ΈxtsvXί m(Fp, Fp)=Έxts

EVS(3)(FpyFp).
The unrestricted Lie algebra Lu(3) turns out to be a product of a nine-dimension-
al Lie algebra M{3) and an abelian Lie algebra 7(3), and the edge homomorphism
of the latter spectral sequence gives an isomorphism Έxty s&){Fpy F^-^EV=
El't=Έxtt

U(M(3))(Fpy Fp). After we calculate the cohomololgy of M(3), by show-
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ing that the former spectral sequence collapses and the extension is trivial, we
prove that the cohomology of S(3) is isomorphic to that of M(3).

In section 1, we review how to construst an economical resolution for the
universal enveloping algebra of a restricted Lie algebra according to [4], [7]. We
also summarize a part of Ra\eneΓs work [13] needed for our calculation. In
section 2, we set up two kinds of spectral sequences we mentioned above. Sec-
tions 3 and 4 are devoted to calculate the cohomology a certain nine-dimensional
Lie algebra M(3), applying a sort of Cartan-Eilenberg spectral sequence. In
section 5, we show that the cohomology of *S(3) is isomorphic to that of M(3).

1. Recollections

First, we recall from [4] and [7] how to construct economical resolutions.
NOTATIONS. For a graded vector space V and an integer /, we denote by

sιV a bigraded vector space given by (sιV)itj=0 if ί=t=/, {sιV)ij=Vj and πV
denotes a graded vector space given by (πV){=0 if p does not divide i, {πV)Pj=
Vj. We denote by X and % the elements of (sV)lfj and (s2πV)2tPj corresponding
to an element x of Vs. We also denote by E(V), P(V) and T(V) the exterior al-
gebra, the polynomial algebra and the divided polynomial algebra generated by
V, respectively. For an element x of F, let <#> and 7,(#) be typical generators
of E(V) and T(V)y respectively. For a bigraded vector space W and l&Z, we
put W^-ΣjW,.,.

Let K be a field of characteristic />ΦO, and let L=^Σi^0Li be a graded
restricted Lie algebra over K with restriction ξ. We denote by Lu the unres-
tricted Lie algebra obtained from L by forgetting the restriction of L. We put
L + = Σ , »> L2iy L" = Σ3fa) L2i+1 if ρ>2, and L+=L, Z r = 0 if ρ=2. Let us denote
by U(LU) and V(L) the universal enveloping algebras of an unresticted Lie alge-
bra Lu and a restricted Lie algebra L, respectively. J.P. May ([7], see also [4])
constructed a f/(L>free resolution Y(LU) of K as follows; Y(LU)= U(Lu)®E(sL+)
®T(sL~) as a left [7(Lu)-module. Give Y(LU) a i£-algebra structure such that the
canonical inclusions of U(Lu)f E(sL+) and T(sL~) into each factor of Y(LU) are
monomorphism of i^-algebras and that the following relations hold for x> x{ ^

= y2<y1> + < B ^ ^ J

, We note that y(L") is a bigraded algebra and, for K E L , the bide-
grees of w(ΞU(Lu),<W><=E(sL+) and γt(W)GΓ(sL~) are (0, J ^ ^ ) , (1, degw)
and (ί, ί rf^ w) respectively. The differential d oί Y(LU) is given by du=6(u)

for z/GΞί/(LM), J O > = y for y^L+, ^ ( ή ^ ί - i W + K M ) ^ ) for
satisfying the Leibniz formula έ/(xy)=(έ£»)jy+(—l)ulΛέίy, where £: U{LU)->K is
the augmentation and | # | is the total degree of x^Y(Lu). We also define
a coproduct<?>: y(LM)^Y(LM)®y(LM) by ^(ar)=
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for y e L + , ^ ( 7 ί ( * ) ) = Σ l +y.#r l (*)®7/*) for x^L" so that
Y(LU) has a structure of differential Hopf algebra.

Put W(L)=V(L)®E(sL+)®Γ(sL-) and let q: Y(LU)->W(L) be the canoni-
cal projection induced by U(Lu)-^V(L)=U(Lu)l(yp~ξ(y)\y^L)9 then W(L)
has a unique structure of differential Hopf algebra over K such that q is a mor-
phism of differential Hopf algebras. The following is obvious.

Lemma 1.1. q induces an isomorphism Hom$(L)(ίF(L), iQ-»Hom$(I)( Y(LU),
K) of chain complexes. Hence the cohomology of {Hom$(L)(W(L)> K), d*} is
isomorphic to Έxtuau^K, K).

We choose a i£-basis {yΛ| α e Λ } of L+. For each index αGΛ, let Z% be a
copy of a monoid of non-negative integers. For an element R==(teύ)eύeA^
θ * e Λ ^ > we set Ύ(R)=H^A Ύ ίβ0*) Then {γ(i?) | i? e θ * e Λ Z^} forms ai^-
basis of Γ(Λr£+). The bidegree of y(R) is(2\R\,p Σ Λ e Λ ίΛ ^ yΛ\ where we
put IRI = Σ . e Δ ^ for R=(tΛ)^A.

Lemma 1.2 ([4], [7]). 1) There exists a twisting cochain θ={θ2ι)9θ2ι'»

Γ(s2πL+)2l->W(L)2l^ satis 0
2) There exists a twisting diagonal cochain X=(\2l),\2l:T(s^L+)2i-^(W(L)®
W(L))2l satisfying χ o ( i ) = i ® i ,

Consider a left F(L)-module X(L)=W(L)®Γ(s2πL+) and define a differenti-
al dθ and a coproduct D by dθ{w®j(R))=dw®j{R)+{-\)^ Έs+τ=R^'θ(γ(S))
®Ύ(T))D(w®7(R))=φ(w)'yΣs+τ=RMΎ(S))'V7(T)y where φ is the coproduct
of W(L) and V is the standard coproduct of T(s2πL+).

Theorem 1.3 ([4], [7]). The complex {X(L)} dθ} is a V(L)-free resolution of
K. It is also a differential coalgebra with coproduct D.

We set Ϋ(L)=E(sL+)®Γ(sL~) and define a filtration on X(L) by FmX(L)=
V(L)®FmX(L) where FmX{L)^^^m YiL^&T^πL+l. We state the follow-
ing obvious fact for later use.

Proposition 1.4. 1) O- JF.1

F2mX(L)=F2m+1X(L).
2) The inclusion Fm^ιX{L)c-^FmX{L) is a split monomorphism of V{L)-modules.
3) {X(L),dθjD} is a filtered differential coalgebra and for each w®ry(R)^
F2^X(L)} dθ(w®y(R)) = dw®y(R) modulo F2lRl_2X(L), D(w®y(R)) = φ(w)
Vγ(i?) modulo F2]Rl-2(X(L)®X(L)).

Next we recall some facts on Morava stabilizer algebra from [12].
Let (5P*, BP*BP) be the Hopf algebroid associated with J3P-theory at a

fixed prime p (See [14], for example). Put K(ri)*=Fp[vn, Vn1] and regard this as
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a J5P*-algebra by π: BP*->K(n)*, *(©,)=() if iφn, 7r(ϋΛ)=z>n. We set Σ(n)=
K(ri)*® BPJ3P*BP® BP^K{ri)*, then it is known that Σ(w) is isomorphic to
^ ) * [ ί i , ί 2 , ] / ( ^ Γ - ^ ) ( % *,=2(/>'-l)) as a *:(»)*-algebra. Note that
Hopf algebroid (K(ή)*y Σ(n)) is in fact a Hopf algebra. Regarding Fp as a J?C(Λ)#-

algebraby p: i£(ra)*-^F,,p(<Hl, put S(n)=X(fi)®z(l l)φ*V S(n) is a Z / 2 ( / -
l)-graded Hopf algebra over Fp which is isomorphic to Fp[tly t2, "']l(tf—ti) as
an /^-algebra.

Thoeretn 1.5 ([12]). Define integers d{ for i^Z recursively by </,=0 if
i<0, d~maxii,pdi-,} if i>0. Then, there is a unique increasing Hopf algebra
filtration on S(ή) with tp

t

j^FdiS(n)—Fd..1S(n).

Instead of considering the above filtration, we consider a new filtration
{FiS(n)} defined by F2iS(ή)=F2i+1S(ή)=FiS(n) so that the associated (ZxZj
2(pn— l))-graded Hopf algebra E°S(n) becomes graded commutative. Let tifj

denote the the element of E\diS{ri)2pS(pi-ι) corresponding to ίf;, where j^Zjn,
then E°S(ή) is isomorphic to Fp[tifj\i>lJ^ZIn]/(tpij) as an algebra. Con-
sider the (ZxZ/2(/-l))-graded'dual (E°S(n))* of E°S(n)y and let x ί > ye
(E°S(ή))2di>2pί(pi-1)

i be the dual of titj with respect to the monomial basis. We set
L(ή)=P(E°S(n))*, then fe..|i>l,jGZ/w} spans L(n). We note that this L(n)
is different from the one in [12], [13], [14], which coincides with an unrestricted
Lie algebra M(rί) defined in the next section if n<p— 1. Since the p-th power
map on EΌS(ή) is trivial, it follows from [8] that (E°S(n))* is the universal enve-
loping algebra of the restricted Lie algebra L(n). The bracket and the restriction
are given by the following.

Theorem 1.6 ([12]). [χiφ ^,/] = δ ! + Λ . + , > y - δ | + ^ m > / if i+k<pnl(p-l),
otherwise the bracket is trivial, where Ss

t=l if s = t mod n, SJ=O otherwise.
ξ(xitj)=Oifi<nl(p-l), ξ(xiJ)=—xi+HJ+1 otherwise.

REMARK 1.7. The^>-th power map η on S(n) is an automorphism of order
n. Since η preserves the filtration, it induces an automorphism of E°S(n)
which we also denote by η. We note that η maps titj to titj+ι and that η in-
duces an automorphism η* of L(ri).

2. Spectral Sequences

Let R be a graded commutative ring. For a filtered i?-modules M and JV,
we filter M®RN by FJiM®RN)^lm{^]i+j=sFiM®RFjN-^M®RN) as usual.
Then there is a natural epimorphism yΣi+j=sE

OiM®REo

jN->Eo

s(M®RN), where
we put E^M^FiM/F^iM. Note that this epimorphism is an isomorphism if
F{M is flat over R for any i.

Let C be a filtered ϋ-coalgebra which is flat over R> and let M be a filtered
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left C-comodule. By the above remark, E°C is an i?-coalgebra and E°M is
a left £°O-comodule. We give a decreasing filtration on the cobar complex
Ω*(C; M) ([9], [10], [14]) by FΏm(C; M)=lm(Σio+...+im=m-sFilC®RFi2C®R-
®RFimC®RFi0M->am(C\M)). Then the differential d of Ω*(C; M) maps
FsΩ,m(C;M) into Fs+1Ω,m+\C;M) and Ei-'=F9na+t(C; M)/Fs+1Ωs+t(C; M) is
isomorphic to ίls+t(E°C; E°M)t=Σto+...+ia^t EϊιC®REΪ9C®R-
E°i0M. We rather call t of £5'' the filtration degree below.
Hs+t(FsΩ*(C; M)). Eί '^H'+'ίEi'*) and let ί*: Dl^-'-^Dl' and /*: Z>ί'->
Eί * be the maps induced by inclusion i: _FS+1Ω*(C; M)<^FΏ*(C; M) and pro-
jection;: FΏ*(M; C)->Eso'* respectively. 8: JEJ '-»Z)ί+1 ' denotes the bounda-
ry homomorphism associated with a short exact sequence of complexes 0-*
F*+1Ω,*(C; M)^>F'Cl*(C; M)-+Es

0'*^0. Consider the spectral sequence asso-
ciated with exact couple <£>*•', Ei'\ 4,;*, 9>. Then EVt=Es

0'
t and the j?2-term

is given by ^ ' = # f + ' ( Ω * ( E ° C ; E«M))t=Έxts

EVc{R, E\ M)t. Filter #*(Ω*(C; M))
=Ext?(i?,M) by putting F-'=Im(H'+i(F8a*(C; M))-+Hs+t(Ω*(C; M))). We
assume that C= [JSFSC and M = ΌSFSM hold and that i^C^i^M—0 for suf-
ficiently small s. Then the above spectral sequence converges to Ext*(.R, M),

Applying the above spectral sequence to the case R=M=Fpy C=S(n),
we have a spectral sequence

(2.1) Ei * = Έxts

EVS(n)(Fp, Fp)t ^ Ext^)(F,, Fp).

Let A be a graded algebra (not necessarily commutative) over a commuta-
tive ring. Let X be a filtered ^4-complex with differential d: Xt —>XI _1. Put
E°Stt=FsXs+t[Fs-ιXs+t. Let M be a graded ^[-module. Consider a complex
{C*, </*} given by C'=Homi(X, M). Filter C* by FsC*-Ker(Hom!|[(Z, M)
-^HomS(Fs-iX, M)). We assume that the inclusions F.XjF^X^XIF^X are
split monomorphism of ^-modules for any s (This holds if the inclusions F$-XX

split for any s). Then we have short exact sequences of complexes 0 ->

-^ F*C* L £J * -> 0, where we set El't=Uom'Λ
+t(El^M). Let Δ:

) - * ^ * ^ 5 " 1 " ^ * ) be the boundary homomorphism. Putting Z>f # =
Hs+t(FsO*), JBί /=ίί 5 + ί(£ lo'*), we consider a spectral sequence associated with an
exact couple <D{ #, £}•', 4,/*, Δ>. We define a filtration on H*(C*) by . F 5 ' ^
Im(H*+t(FΌ*)->Hs+t(C*)). Suppose that, for each integer my there exist inte-
gers a(m) and b(m) such that FsXm=Xm if s>a(m), FsXm=0 if s<b(m). Then
the spectral sequence converges to H*(C*).

By 1) and 2) of (1,4), we can apply the above spectral sequence to the
case A=V(L), X=X(L), M=Ki and obtain a spectral sequence converging to
#*(Hom7 α )(X(L), K))=Έ,xt$iL)(K, K). We note that the coproduct D of X(L)
makes this spectral sequence multiplicative. Identifying E°s>* with W{L)®
T(s2πL+)s, it follows from (1, 4), 3) that dθ and D induce d®\: E°St*-+E°sΛ and
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. Therefore the £ r term is isomorphic to
P(Ar(L+)*)®Ext$(L.)(j:, j£) as an algebra by (1, 1), where (L+)* denotes the
graded i^-dual of L+. Since E\ -'=0 if s is odd or s<0 or ί<0, Es

2

f=E['f holds
and we have the edge homomorphism. Thus we have shown

Theorem 2.2 ([7]). There is a multiplicative spectral sequence E2

J

= P(s?7t(L+)*)'®Έxtt

ϋ(L*)(K9 K) ==> Έxtftl)(K, K), ™hose edge homomorphism
Kxtt

V(L)(K,K) = F0>t^E0J^El't = Έxth(Lu)(K,K) is induced by the composite

Y{LU) -1

In particular, in the case K=Fp, L=L(ή), let M(n) and /(ft) be subspaces of
L\n) spanned by {xifi\i<pn\{p-\\^Z\n} and {xitj\i>pnj{p-\)y j^Zjn}
respectively. It follows from (1, 6) that M{n) is a Lie subalgebra of Lu(ή) and
/(n) is an ideal of Lu(ri). Obviously, /(ft) is an abelian Lie algebra and Lu(ή) is
isomorphic to M(n) X /(ft) as a Lie algebra. Therefore U(Lu(n)) is isomorphic to
U{M{n))®P{I{ή)). This implies that Έxtu(L

u

(n))(Fpy Fp) is isomorphic to
^mMin))(Fp,Fp)®E(<Ji^\i>pnl{p-\), j^Z\n) where Ay<7,.y> = ( 1 , 2 4 ,
2p\p% — 1)). Hence the Z?2-t:erm of the spectral sequence is isomorphic to
P{h,M> 1, ieZ/ft)®ExW(M))(F,, Fp)®E«Ίi.ϊ\i>pn&ρ-\), j^Z\n\ By
(1, 2) and (1, 6), we have the following fact on the differential d2.

Lemma 2.3. ([13]). d2<titjy=-ti_ntj_1for i>pnj(p-\). Thus if n<ρ-
\s Es

o:
t=ES3't=0 unless s=0, and the edge homomorphism maps ΈxtviLin))(FpyFp)

bijectively onto E^^El'

3. Auxiliary Calculation

Let If be a graded unrestricted Lie algebra over a field K of finite type such
that L~=0, and let {Λ λ | λGΛ} be a totally ordered basis of L. L* denotes the
graded dual of L. Take the dual basis {;$ | λ^Λ} of {# λ |λ^Λ}. Define

S:E(sL%-^E(sL%+1 by δ ( < x T > ) = - Σ κ v < ^ , K ^ v ] > « > < ? ) satisfying
the Leibniz formula, where <, >: L*®L-^>K is the canonical pairing. It is
straightforward to verify the following.

Lemma 3.1. {E(sL*)> 8} is a differential algebra isomorphic to

{Hom$(L)(y(L), K), d*}. Hence H*(E(sL*); δ) is isomorphic to Ext$U{L){K, K).

Now we concentrate on the computation of Έxt$(M(3))(Fp, Fp) for p>5.

Af(3) is spanned by {χitJ\i=l, 2, 3,jeZ/3} over Fp. Then E(sM(3)*)=E(titj\i

= 1, 2, 3,jEZ/3) where we put titj=ζxf^y. It follows from (1.6) and (3.1) that

δ is given by δ(f,.,.)=<>, δ ( * 2 j ) = - * i , / u + i , S(h.i)=ti.i-ιtz.i-KJ-t2.i+ι for j ' ε

Z/3. Let ̂ 4 be an ideal of M(3) spanned by {xZfiy x3>1, x3t2} and we regard

{E(s(M(3)IA)*)9 8} as a subcomplex of {£(ίM(3)*),'δ}. ' We remark that Af(3)
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and M(3)jA are denoted by L(3, 3) and L(3, 2) respectively in [13], [14]. We

can manage to compute the cohomology of {E(s(M(3)jA)*)y 8} directly by hand

and the structure of Έxtu(M(3)/A)(Fp, Fp) is described below.

For a cocycle z of E(s{M(3)jA)*), we denote by [z] the cohomology class re-

presented by z.

Lemma 3.2. 1) Έxt$(M(3)/A)(Fpy Fp) is generated by the following seventeen

elements as an algebra
hj=[hj],gj=[tiJt2J]ig'j=[tltj+1t2J]J~[t1^

2) Έxts

um3)/A)(Fpy Fp)=0 for s>6. A basis of Έxts

um3)/A)(Fpy Fp) ( 0 < s < 6 ) is

given as follows;

s=0; 1.

s=ί; h0yhlyh2.

s=2; go,gi,g2,gΌ,gΊ,g2,fo,fi.
s=3; hxgQi h2gu h0g2) h2g0, hoglf hλg2> d0, dly d2y e0, ely e2.
s=4; gogly gλg2y g2g0y g'2gΌ,gόgl,gίgί,gogΊ,g\gί.

The operator 77* of L(3) induces an algebra automorphism of

P, Fp) of order three, which we denote by η*. Obviously, we have

o=ghvyo=foV*do=di> a n d v**o=*i f°r i^^β where

Lemma 3.3. Relations of Έxt${M(3)/A)(Fpy Fp) are given by the following

and the relations obtained by applying η* (i=ly 2) to them;

hok~0,f0d~Oy dQd~dQe~eQe~Q for i(=Z/3, hogo=Q, Ao£o=-A£o

Kgί=—h1g2} hogί=O9 Λo/o=Ao/i=— h2g0, gl=gΌ2=gog'o=gog2=gofo=O

gθfl=g2gί, gθfθ= -gίfl=gθgl, g2g'θ= -gθgi~glg2, fθ = 2gog'ly fθfl=2g2g'Q}

hodQ=Oy hod1=—gogly hQd2=g[g'2y hoe0=:—g'2gίy hoe1=—g0gί+g1g
/

2y h0e2=g2g0,

godo=god1=goco=goe2=O, g0d2= —g2d0y goe1= —gA, gίdQ=gίd1=gΌeo=gΌe1=O,

goe2=gAJQeQ=:g4o, f0e1=g2dlyf0e2= —2g0d2yg
/

Qgίg/

2=g0g1g2.

4. Main Calculation

Let D be a subcomplex of E(sM(3)*) generated by {titj\i=\, 2, 3,jGZ/3,

y * 2 if i=3}. We put ζ3=t3t0+t3ιl+t3t2.

Lemma 4.1. δ(?3)=0 and {E(sM(3)*), 8} is isomorphic to {D®E(ζ3)y

δ® 1}. Therefore Έxt${M(3))(Fpy Fp) is isomorphic to H*(D)®E(ζ3) as an algebra.

We filter E(sM(3)*) and D by FsE(sM(3)ηm=yΣ ^m-s
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E(sA*y, FsDm = Dmf] FsE(sM(3)*)m. Then FsE(sM(3)*)m = FsDm+F5-1Dm~1 ζ3

and Q=Fm+ιDmc:FmDm=E{s{M{Z)IA)*)mc:Fm-ιDmc:Fm-2Dm=Dm hold. Also

note that 8(F5E(sM(3)*)s+t)c:Fs+1E(sM(3)*y+t+1. Thus we have spectral se-

quences El '^Έxt'dlifwύFptFp) and El'==>H*(D) associated with these filtra-

tions. By the above lemma, the former spectral sequence is isomorphic to

{Es

r'
f ®E{ζ3),dr®\}. Hence it suffices to compute the latter. The £ r t e r m is

given by Es

1'
t=Hs+t(FsDIFs+ιD)=E(s(M(3)IA)*)s®E(t3tOy t3Λ)* and dλ coincides

with δ(g)l. Therefore Es

2

t=^xt^{M{3)/A){Fpy Fp)®E(t3t0, t3§1)* and d2 is given by

2̂(̂ 3,y) =/,(./=0, 1). By computing the i?3-term, we find that E3=EOO for dimen-

sional reasons. It is not difficult (but very tedious) to solve the extension prob-

lem and we can determine the structure of Έxt^(M(3))(Fp, Fp) as given below.

Theorem 4.2. 1) Έxt$iM(3))(Fp, Fp) is generated by the following twenty-

six elements
Ay=[A./L £W*3,o+*3,i+*3,2L £ y = [ * i , A / L £5 = [*i.y+Af/L «o= [^J,0*3,0"*i,o*3,i+

*2,2*2,θL a\ = [̂ 1, 1*3,0+2ί211^3,1 + ^2,θh,l]> a2==[ 2ίlf2ί3>0—^1,2^3,1 +^2,1^2,2]> ̂ 0 = =

3,0—*l,0*2,1*3,0+*l,2*2,0*3,l — *l,l*2,2*3,l + *2,0*2,l*2,2jj ^ 0 " = [*l,O*2,2*2,O*3,θ]>

%=[*l,l*2,0*2,l*3,l], U2=[tlt2t2At2,2( — t3f0— ί 3 f l )], ^ i=[*i, i*2,,-l*2,y*3Al] fOTJ^Zβ.

H*(D) is generated by the above elements except for ζ3.

2) H\D)=0for s>8. A basis of H\D) (0<s<$) is given as follows;

s=0; 1.

s=l;ho,huh2.

s=2; go,gug2,g'o,gΊ,gί, <h> <*i, *i-

s=3 hgo, h2gλ> h0g2, hoao, hλal} h^, h<μl} h^, h2a0, b0} bly b2j b'o, b[, b2) c.

s=4; hφo, h2bu h0b2ί h2b0, hφv hjb2, hobΌ, hφί, h2b2j a\, a\, a2

2) aoa1} aλa2> a2a0, u0,

uly u2.

s==5 hQa^a2) hxaQau h2aλa2} h0a2a0, hQaQaly hxaxa2y h2a2a0, aφ^ a2bXi a0b2j a2b0, aφly

aφ2, wQ, w1} w2.

s=6; hxa2bQf h2a0bu h0aφ2, howly hxw2) h2w0, hλwQ, h2wly h0w2.

s=7;gιwθ9g2Wθ9gQw2.

s=S;h2g1w0.

REMARKS. 1) By (4, 1) the basis given above is an £"(£3)-basis of

Ext^(M(3))(^, Fp).

2) An element x of Έxtu(M(3))(Fp, Fp) is said to be of filtration degree t if

the image of x by the isomorphism Extc/(M(3))(F/>, Fp)^Έxtv(L(3))(Fp, Fp)=

ΈxtEoS(3){Fp,Fp) of (2,3) belongs to Ef * in the spectral sequence (2, 1). We

denote by f-deg x the filtration degree of x. Then it is easy to see f-deg hj=2,

f-dgeζ^f-deggj^f-degg'^6, f-deg a .=8, f-deg b—f-deg b]=f-deg c=12, f-

deg uy=16, f-deg w .=22 for G Z / 3 .

The internal degree of an element of Έxtu(M(3))(FP9 Fp) is the degree coming
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from the grading of S(3) which takes value in Zβ(p3—ί). We denote by i-deg
x the internal degree of x. Put q=2(p— 1). Noting that p2q=(—p— 1)? modulo
2(p3— 1), the internal degrees of the generator are given as follows; i-deg hj=
i-deg aj=psqy i-deg ζ3=i-deg c=0, i-deg gj=ί-degbj=p'{p+2)qy i-degg'j=i-degb'j
=pj(2p+l)q, i-deguj=i-degwj=2pjq for/eZ/3.
These two kinds of degrees play an important role in the next section.

Let η* denote the operator on E x t ^ ^ ^ F , , Fp) induced by η*: L(3)->L(3).
By the definition of the generators in (4, 2), it is easy to verify the following

Proposition 4.3. hj=v

J*hOy gj=ηJ*g0, gj=vJ*gΌ for 7 = 1 , 2, ζ3=η*ζ3, <h=
by=η*bQ, b2=η%b0—g2ζ3y bi=η*bί+g'ζ3, b'2=y%bΌ+

h2a2ζ3, w1=η^w0—u1ζ3ί w2=η%wQ

J

ru2ζ3—a2

2ζ3β.
Since v*ζ3=ζ3,η* induces an automorphism ff* of H*(D)=Έxt:$iM(3))

(Fpy Fp)l(ζ3) which maps x. to χ.+1 for χ=h>gJg'} a, b, b'y uy w and ' e Z / 3 .

Theorem 4.4. Relations of i/*(D) are given by the following and the re-
lations obtained by applying % (j=ί9 2) to them;

fhgo=hog1=hogί=hogί==OJ hog'o=-hιgo, h0a2=h2a0;

gogj=gogj=g'ogj=Q for ]^zβ> Λb*o=*o*2=O, hφ[=-hφ2i hoc=-3h2bOί aogQ=

*o£2=O, aogι= — 3hjbu a0g2=2h2b'2—h0b2, a^g^hφΌ—hφ^ <hg[=—Zhfa

h0a1a2=h1a2aQ=h2a0aly h0a
2

0=h0u0=h0u2=0, hffil=h1a(fiu h(μ1=h1a(fl1l29 gφo=gob/o=

gob'2=O, gφι=—h1aύa1l2, gQb2=hQa2aQj2y g0b{=h0a1a2l6i goc=—hoaoaj2y g'obQ=g/

ob1=

gίbΌ=Oy g/

ob2=hoa1a2l6y g/

Qc=h2a1a2βy g/

0bί=h1a1a2βy gr*b'2=—Ka^2y aφo=aob'2=

0, β o δ £ = — aφo, a0b{——a1b2y aoc=—3a2bo;

hoaob2=Oy hoaob1=h1a2bOygouo=gou1=gΌuo=g'ou1=Oy g0u2=—h0a1b2βy gόu2=—h2a0bly

howo=Oy a0a1a2=al=a0u0=0y a0aι = —6h0wly a0a2=6hcw2y aou1=—hQwly a0u2=

2h0w2y bφ^Oforj^Z/3, bob1=—howly b2b0=—h2wQy bφ^hxw^y b'0bΊ=h2wly b'2K=

Oy bic=—h1w2;

j=bΌuj=0 for j G Z / 3 , g0io0=g0w1=gOto0=gito1=0, giw2-=—g2tcu b0a
2

1=b0u0=

1=cu0=0J b0a
2

2=2g0w2y b0a1a2=2g1w0y b0u2=g0w2;

2y cwo=Oy boWj^bΌto—udu—

This completes a description of the structure of Ext|oS ( 3 )( Jp / > j Fp) by virtue
of (2.3) and (4,1).

5. The Algebra Structure of the Cohomology of <S(3)

We consider the spectral sequence (2.1) for n—3, p>5. This spectral
sequence is (ZχZχZβ(p3— l))-graded and we denote E'ttιU and Fs'ttU the sub-
spaces of Er'* and Fst spanned by elements of internal degree u. From the
calculation of the previous section, we have the following table of the 2?2-term,
where the numbers in the parentheses in the table indicate the filtration degree
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t of the elements.

u\s + t

0

p'q

PiiP + 2)q

Pj{2p+\)q

2/>J(p + l)<7

2p*q

0

1(0)

—

—

—

—

—

—

1

ίa<6)

—

—

—

—

—

2

—

α;,/ι/3(8)

—

φ)

φ)

—

—

3

c{M)

α/3(14)

Vi+i(1 0)

bjίUl 2)

^ C 3 ( 1 2 )

4

*ί3(18)

/ι, + 2 6,(14)

^C 3 (18)

hj+ibjWphj+tfjζAM)

5

ViMIS)

αjflj+1C3(22)

Λjα^+^18)

Λj+iίi^+^18)

^.^6^.^0/3(20)

wjtajC3tUjC3(22)

0

y(P+i)9

piiP + Vq

pj(2p + \)q

2pi(p+i)q

2piq

6

hQaιa2ζ3(24)

Λ j + 26/ 3(26)

/iJ + 1α j + 26/22)

/ϊ/+1wJ.,/^α j+1C3(24)

^ ^ 4 - 1,Λ j + i f l >α y +,C 3(24)

α j + 1 6/ 3 (26)

^C3(28)

7

—

—

8j+1 Wj.Λj+ ie j + 2 6jC j(28)

Λ i + lw/ 3(30)

Λ Λ . + 1C3(30)

—

—

8

Λ^i«Ό(30)

—

^+1^/3(34)

—

—

—

—

9

Λ^i«Όί3(36)

—

—

—

—

—

—

The following facts are immediately verified from the table.

Lemma 5.1. // E Γ ' 'ΦO, £ £ + 1 ~ 5 ' s = 0 holds for s<t. Therefore the spec-

tral sequence of (2, 1) collapses, that is, Es

2

lt=EUt.

Lemma 5.2. / / Σ s + ί , w J?J ' "ΦO forgiven m^Z and u^Zβ(pz-\)y then

Em-t,t,u=Q j o r au but onιy one t jjence if EχtS&(F,, ̂ )=t=0, there is a unique
t=τ(m3 u) such that F»-'+ 1 '-1 " = 0 and F - - ί ί ' =ExtS(5)(F ί> F,).

Thus there are unique elements hJ9ζ39gj9ghajybpb
/

hc9Uj9ϊo.(j^Zβ) of
Ext^o)^, Fp) corresponding to the elements of the £2-term denoted by the same
symbols. Let B be a set of monomials of the above elements which corresponds
to the £l(?3)-basis of the E2-itxm given in the previous section. We put B=B U
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{xζ3\x^B}y then £ is a basis of Έxtsω(Fp,Fp). For x^Έxt'$ίl)(Fp,Fi), we

denote by X the element of E™~ttttU corresponding to x where t=τ(m} u). For

x<=B ftΈxt^Fpy Fp)y y<ΞB Γ\Έxtι

s\
v

3)(Fpy Fp)y suppose that Xy^^vfo holds

for v^Fpy Zi<=B in £*+'-'-''.'+''.«+* where ί=τ(w, w), t'=τ(l,v)y in other words,

* y = Σ } i Ά holds modulo >«+/-'-<'+u+''-i.«+f. If £j>φθ, (5.2) implies that

^w+z-ί-ί'+i^+^-i^+v^o. Hence ry exactly equals to Σ , ̂ , in this case. In the

case #5=0, we can verify xy=0 case by case. In fact, it suffices to deal with

the case jF*»+/-ί-ί/>ί+//φ0. Then we only have to ckeck the cases (x,y)=(ajy b})y

(ajy b'j-l), (<Vl> <h), iμ)y */)> (hp Wj), («y, My), (*, , *,')> («ί> «>y), (4, , Wy), (b'h Wj), (C, Wj),

(uh My) for f,y eZ/3 . In any of these cases, since Ext^3

ιyu+υ(Fpy Fp)=0, the as-

sertion follows. Similarly, for x^By η*%=*Σi μiSίiiμi^Fp,y^B) implies η*x=

Σ t μiji where the latter ??* is the operation of Έxts(3)(Fpy Fp) induced by the

p-th. power map of 5(3). Thus we have shown

Theorem 5.3. Έxts(3)(Fpy Fp) is ίsomorphic to ExtU(M(3))(Fpy Fp) as an al-

gebra over Fp and the isomorphism commutes with the operations induced by the p-th

power map of 5(3).
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